
TORONTO FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB NEWSLETTER 

MAY MEETING 

Monday, May 4th, 1964, at 8.15 p.m. 
at the 

ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM 

ANNUAL MEETING AND ELECTION OF OFFICERS - Vote on new T.F.N.C. Constitution. 

And a special film: Pioneer Village at Black Creek (in sound and colour). 

Many of our members are familiar with the Black Creek Conservation Area, 
but how much do they really know of the plan for and the purpose of the 
Pioneer Village itself? What does it represent? Why is it? This 
interesting film will provide some answers. 

Bus Tickets for the trip to Presqu 1 i l e Provincial Park, May 24th, (please 
consult your Outings Booklet), wil l be available in the rotunda. 

INFORMATION ON NEXT PAGE RE TWEED WEEKEND, MAY 9 - 10 

JUNIOR The Junior Club will meet on Saturday, May 2nd, at 10.00 a.m., 
CLUB in the Museum theatre. There will be election of officers, 

distribution of "Flight" magazine, presentation of prizes, and 
two Walt Disney films: Beaver Valley and Water Birds. Visitors welcome; 
a small fee of 25¢ will be charged to help cover the cost of these films. 

Director - Mr.Robt. MacLellan, HU 8-9346 . 

CHRISTMAS 
CENSUS 
RESULTS 

A copy may 

MARTIN 
HOUSE IN 
HIGH PARK 

and to the 

The Kitchener-Waterloo Field Naturalists have undertaken to 
tabulate and publish the results of all participating groups in 
the 1963 Christmas Bird count. This chart may be obtained by 
sending 25¢ to Mr. Robert Pickering, 66 Menno St., Waterloo, Ont. 
be seen at the secretary's desk at the May meeting of the T.F.N.C. 

The T.F.N.C. has erected a Martin House for the enjoyment of the 
public (and the martins~), on the west slope of Grenadier Pond, 
near the bandstand. We are hoping for occupants to arrive around 
May 1st. Thanks are due to Mr. John Jarvis and his committee, 
City Parks Department, for looking after this project. 

POINT The F.O.N. are holding a field gathering at Point Pelee, May 9-10. 
PELEE A migration information booth will be operating both days. Watch 

for F.O .N. Guide Signs. On Saturday, May 9, Jas. L . Baillie 
will lead a hike through the Post Woods. Meet at 9.00 a.m. (Standard Time) 
at the entrance to the Post Woods Nature Trail. 

HOCKLEY 
VALLEY 
SCHOOL 

particular 

We would commend to the attention of our members a new npproach 
to adult education in the Hockley Valley School, near Orangeville, 
a non-profit enterprise which offers courses in a wide variety 
of cultural activities. Two one-day seminars will be of 
interest to T.F.N.C. members. They are: 

Saturday, May 16, Pageant of Flowers. Leader: G. Marshall Bartman . 
Saturday, May 30, Bird Recognition by Sight and by Sound. Jas. L. Baillie. 

Each of these seminars includes a field trip. There is a charge for these 
courses. Full information about the School may be obtained by writing to 
Mr. John Sime, Director, Hockley Valley School, Glen Cross, Ont. 
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TWEED WEEKEND, May 9 - 10, 1964. Leaders: Dr. Peter Peach, Dr. W. M. Tovell. 

The area covered during this weekend is in the vicinity of the Department 
of Geological Sciences (U. of T.) Geology Camp. The Saturday outing does 
not include the sections examined on our 1963 weekend. 

Friday night, May 8th. Coffee will be available in the coffee shop of the 
West Wind Motel in Actinolite, until 11 p.m. The motel is on Highway 7, 
north side, 1 mile west of the junct ion of Highways 7 and 37. 

Saturday, May 9th. Assemble at 10.00 a.m. sharp at Kaladar, in the Kaladar 
Hotel parking lot at the N.W. corner of the junction of Highways 7 and 41. 
We will proceed north a l ong Highway 41 to observe features such as stretched 
conglomerates, pillow lavas, and a granit e batholith. Ample opportunity 
will be given for birding and botanizing. After lunch at Mazinaw Lake 
Provincial Park (bring lunch), we will go south on Highway 41 to examine 
an esker and related glacial features, then back to Tweed. 

Sunday, May 10th. An outing primarily for bird and plant observations. 
Meet at 9,30 a.m. sharp, 1/4 mile north of the bridge spanning the Moira 
River, north of Tweed, at the intersection of Highway 37 and the first road 
running east of the highway. Look for the sign which indicates the route 
to Sulphide . Bring lunch if you wish. The trip will end about 1.00 p.m. 

Map references: 

Geological Map #2053 - Madoc area . 
From: Department of Mines, 

Parliament Buildings, Toronto. 

National Topographic Series 
Kaladar Sheet #31 C/11, E.&W.halves 
Tweed Sheet 11 c/6 , 11 11 

From: Map Distribution Centre, 
Dept . of Lands and Forests, 
Parliament Buildings, Toronto. 

Accommodation. Arrangements have been made for r eservations to be made at: 

West Wind Motel, Actinolite 
Single units - .00 per person 
Double units - 4.00 11 11 

Units for 2, 3, 4 persons - $10.00 
Extra cots - $1.00 per cot 

Park Place Motel, Memorial Park, Tweed 
Single units - .00 per person 
Double units - 4.00 11 11 

Units for 2, 3, 4 persons - $10.00 
Extra cots - $2.00 per cot 

Tweedsmuir Hotel, Main Street, Tweed 
Single accommodation - $4.00 to $6.oo 
Double accommodation about $8.00 
4 people in one room - $8.00 

Breakfast and take-out lunches a re available a t the motels and a t the hotel. 
Please be sure and order lunches when making your reserva tions. Dinners are 
obtainable at the Log Cabin Restaurant, Actinolite, and the Tweedsmuir Hotel, 

Please note: It is recommended that reservations be made as soon as possible, 
to avoid last-minute disappointment . Those att ending must be responsible 
for their own accommodation and tra nsportation. 

President - Dr. David Hoeniger Secretary - Mrs. H. Robson, 
49 Craighurst Ave., 
Toronto 12. 
(HU 1-0260) 



Number 204 
Authorized as 2nd Class Mail by 

The Post Office Department, Ottawa 
and for payment of postage in cash. 

Thomas For?yth Mcilwraith 
by Helen Lawrence 

April 1964 

On Sunday, March 29th, 1964, the Toronto Field Naturalists' Club lost 
one of its most valued and colourful members, in the passing of Professor T, F. 
Mcilwraith. 

For many years, Professor Mcilwraj_th, or "T.F." as he was affectionately 
known to his friends, has served the Club faithfully and well, both as an active 
naturalist and as a member of the Executive Council. At many an executive or 
committee meeting, the members have turned to him for guidance and advice, and 
his wealth of experience and sound judgment were most helpful when decisions had 
to be made. 

In spite of his busy schedule in connection with his academic duties, 
T,F. found time not only to attend monthly Club meetings, but also to lead outings. 
Anyone who had the pleasure of attending a walk under his leadership will remember 
how contagious was his enthusiasm for the out-of-doors. His keenness of sight 
and bearing, his ability to teach, and his feeling of responsibility to the group 
he led, all worked together to make every outing a memorable one. He possessed 
the gift of imparting interesting items of information, yet he encouraged people 
to observe and. find out for themselves. To be in his company was an opportunity for 
one to broaden one's horizons and take a wider view of the world around. Yet all 
the while, he himself was enjoying the sights and sounds of nature to the full, 

Professor Mcllwraith's organizational ability is well known to those 
fortunate enough to have attended the Nature Study Camp sp0nsored by the Federation 
of Ontario Naturalists. For several years, he, as Chief Instructor, was tireless 
in his efforts to give to the campers an understanding of man's place in the world 
of nature. His sense of humour, coupled with the sense of the dignity of an 
occasion, ·were instrumental in making every camp an unqualified success. 
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One cannot think of T.F. without mentioning his sense of' adventure in 
connection ·with any outing he planned. Whether it was a stroll along a pleasant 
trail on a summer morning, an expedition through a drenching rain or a howling 
blizzard, an exploration along some almost forgotten and overgrown lumber road, or 
even a trip to a flooded bog, - all were experiences which he relished. For, after 
all, something worth seeing might be there. And something generally was! T.F.'s 
stamina in such escapades put many younger people to shame. 

His religious faith, his indomitable courage and his thoughtfulness of 
others even as he faced death, set a shining example for all of us. Naturalists 
throughout the province have had their lives enriched by their associations with 
Professor Mcilwraith, a man who loved the world of nature so much. He will be 
greatly missed. 

XX XX XX XX XX XX . 

Nature Photography 

Upon a recent visit to the Allan Gardens I was impressed to see that in 
several convenient places were containers for flashlight bulbs. This suggested 
that photographers must find the succession of beautiful floral exhibits for which 
these gardens are noted a continuous mecca. When I began to look about among the 
people this suggestion became confirmed fact, for on that day five people were 
taking pictures at the time we were there. It was noticeable too that the photo
graphic apparatus being used ranged from the most complicated to the most simple, 
from the man who told me that he took twenty minutes to set up a picture to one 
who just raised his camera and snapped, Appropriate subjects amongst the flowers 
were numerous. The several photographers did not interfere with each other. 
Indeed, I was pleased to note the general courtesy with which they treated each 
other if they did happen to want to take the same picture, and the way in which most 
of the public tried not to interfere. Obviously a good deal of pleasure was being 
enjoyed in the process of picture-taking, and much more could be anticipated when 
the results should be later reviewed. That satisfaction could, of' course, go on 
indefinitely. 

As I looked about I wondered how many field naturalists ever took advan
tage of this opportunity. Among the picture-takers there I could not see any that 
I knew. True, the Allan Gardens is not out in the field but when the snow in on 
the ground in winter what better spot could there be for botanically-minded field 
naturalists to study flowers and to record with a camera what they see. Even when 
spring has come, or sunnner, or any time of year, there is always something to see 
here that cannot be seen in t he wild in our region. Yet it is unquestionably the 
opportunity for the naturalist with the camera that is greatest here. 

This realization made me extend my query. How many field naturalists ever 
pursue their studies of nature with the aid of a camera? Rapidly I ran over in my 
mind the names of those whom I could recall. It was not many. Even now I can only 
think of about two dozen members who really try to use the camera as an instrument 
of nature study. No doubt there are others unknown to me but the total number must 
still be a small fraction of our membership. I wonder if there are not a great 
many among the members who do not recognize what they are missing: opprtunities 
for pleasure, for a greater appreciation of beauty, for more complete study. In 
the camera the field naturalist has a means of extending his activities, or enrich
ing his experience with nature as surely as be has with binoculars and balscope, 
magnifying glass and microscope. Why do so few follow this path? 
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Perhaps most members, and most people generally, associate nature 
photography with such displays of the art as we see at Audubon Wildlife Films. 
For the most part these record scenes and events in far places. In consequence, a 
feeling of the strange and exotic is connected with them, and thus, possibly, with 
nature photography. It seems to be something that you do when you are far from 
home, seeing the wonders of a strange new ·world. In addition, most of the films 
seen on these occasions are of such excellence that it never occurs to most of the 
audience that they exist in the same world with people who produce such wonders. 
Occasionally, a film is shown that should open more eyes for it reveals that there 
are wonders even in the home garden, certainly in the local region, if one will 
only look; look, and use the instruments that make it possible to see and to record 
what is seen. Wonders are by no means all a matter of the exotic and the strange. 
Strange they may seem, but this is not necessarily because they were far away, it 
is because the person to whom they seem so has never before opened his eyes. 
Look and you will be amazed. 

Undoubtedly, another reason why many of our field naturalists feel no 
urge to try their own hand at nature photography is because they are overawed by the 
excellence of the nature films they see. These are the work of experts who have 
labored long and hard to acquire their skills, Once more the film viewer is trans
ported, wittingly or unwittingly, into what seems to him a strange, far world 
wherein he does not travel. In these days of specialization and over-reliance upon 
expertise this reaction comes all too easily. Yet, how foolish tM.s is. Don't the 
watchers know that even these expert photographers are only showing them a fragment 
of what has been taken or attempted. The mediocre results, the failing shots, have 
all been left at home or thrown away. And, also, these experts were all once 
beginners, They have run the gamut of learning and failing, trying and achieving. 

Then, there is a third reason for not trying that affects a large number 
of people who sit in the audiences that view such films. Either from old age or 
infirmity they consider that their days of active field study or enjoyment are over. 
Sights of observers and photographers scrambling up the Rocky Mountains or diving 
amidst Bahama's coral reefs confirm them in their opinion . But what about the 
elderly man who sat for hours in a camp chair in his own garden on Long Island, 
watching butterflies come to milkweed plants and succeeding in recording a truly 
magnificent series of pictures? What about the man who, over a period of the last 
two years, has with his camera made a thoroughly eye-opening study of the beauties 
and wonders of nature in Wilket Creek Park? The truth is that a camera can open 
opportunities for all but the most severely handicapped, opportunities at or close 
to home, be that home a city house or a summer cottage, opportunities in city parks 
and along easy, familiar paths as well as in far, difficult places. 

No doubt there are other people who think of nature pictures as being 
necessarily movies since their contact with them has been wholly or chiefly in this 
field. Once more they are scared by the technical requirements or the cost. Yet a 
large part of the best, the most effective nature photography is done with still 
cameras, the results of which are shown as slides or prints. Indeed, except where 
movement is an important factor, the still camera and the slide are the chosen means 
of record by the best nature photographers. The possibilities of revealing beauty 
and of finding knowledge through the use of the still camera are infinite; only the 
creative imagination of the photographer sets limits here. And every individual may 
find bis own line, his own level, hi.s own interest, Moreover, the great variety of 
photographic apparatus that is now available makes it possible for the beginner to 
proceed in his entry into this field at his own choice of cost. 
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Although much has been and can still be done in nature photography with 
black-and-l1hite film the real breakthrough came with the development of colour film. 
This is a discovery of recent years, one that is being improved upon each year. 
Indeed, the first bird book to be profusely illustrated with natural colour photo
graphs was published only in 1951 and is well known to a large number of our club 
members. That is Dr. Arthur A. Allen's Stalking Birds with Color Camera, This was 
published by the National Geographic Society. The Society supplied Dr. Allen with 
color film in order that he might have a chance "to capture the charm of birds in 
action in living color." If you examine the wonderful results of Dr. Allen's photo
graphy in this book you will see that though he eventually travelled far and wide 
he began his pictures of birds right at home in his own garden at Ithaca, New York. 
Indeed, if you watch the captions under the pictures you will observe that a large 
proportion of his best shots were taken there or in the near neighborhood. Home 
opportunities came first, and Dr. Allen did not miss them. He increased them, 
moreover, with an ingenious use of simple feeders and blinds. He knew, for instance, 
that any house window will serve as a working blind to a well-situated feeder. A 
car is also an easily-made blind on occasion. If you want to see what can be done 
close to home, see what Dr. Allen did with a bobolink (p.68), a redpoll (p,91) and a 
tree sparrow (p. llO). Find your way through the pages of this beautiful book and 
you will see that Dr. Allen has convincingly shown what a world of opportunities are 
open to anyone who will only take a look at what is irmnediately around him. If the 
photographer can and will travel, they will multiply but they start at home. 

What Dr. Allen did for birds, Robert S, Lemmon and Charles c. Johnson have 
done for flowers in their Wild Flowers of North America in Full Color. This superb 
book appeared only in 1961 and is published by Hanover House, Garden City, New York. 
It was four years in preparation and took the photographer and his wife all over the 
United States. But, once again, the larger idea was developed only after long and 
rewarding experiences with the taking of colored pictures of flowers close at home. 
The discoveries in beauty that can be made with even the commonest of flowers are 
as surely revealed here as are the adventures with blooms in far-flung deserts and 
mountains . Yet, in the latter case, to those of you who travel abroad in your cars, 
what chances await you wherever you go! 

Whereas the Lemmon and Johnson book aims at and wonderfully succeeds in 
showing flower beauty to the beginner, the amateur and the traveller, there is 
another book which, by most imaginative and creative use of the camera, takes us 
right into the heart of flowerland. It is called The Wonderful Life of Flowers and 
is by Paul Jaeger. It was published in 1961 by George G. Harrop and Co., Ltd., of 
London and Toronto. To those who have ever pondered the question, Can botany be 
made more instructive and interesting with the use of' a camera?, I commend this book 
wholeheartedly. This is really a compilation of recent botanical kno-wledge illus
trated charmingly and informatively -with unsurpassed photography. For anyone -who has 
an interest in botany this is a book to cherish and to study, to enjoy and to learn 
from. 

If you do not belong to that number of field naturalists who have already 
found or who have begun to discover the wonderful approach to nature that runs through 
the lens of' the camera, then the time has come to say to yourself, Are there not 
realms in the field of nature that I have not yet explored? Are there not worlds 
of beauty that I have not yet discovered? I have but to open the door and enter in. 

XX X XX X XX X 
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One of the most forward-lookillllg and creative things that the Hamilton 
Naturalists 1 Club has done is to purchase and set aside the Spooky Hollow Sanctuary 
in the Turkey Point area. This has given the club a pennanent centre of interest, 
open at all times to the members and their friends. Here is a spot that they can 
call their own, that can be the focus for all sorts of activities, field trips, 
study projects or just simple relaxation and enjoyment. Our Hamilton colleagues 
are to be congratulated upon this imaginative move. 

We present here an article, written by Monroe Landon, the best-known 
botanist in Norfolk County, on this Hamilton Club sanctuary. It appeared in The 
Wood Duck, Vol. 17, No. 8 (April, 1964). 

Ecology and Flora of Spooky Hollow Sanctuary 

by Monroe Landon 

Spooky Hollow, one hundred acres of forested hills and valleys with a 
crystal-clear stream, borders one of the early winding roads that led to the Norman
dale Iron Smelter of 1830, and nearby Turkey Point, capital of the London District, 
1800-1815. 

Legend tells us that there was a substantial dwelling at the foot of the 
hill (near the present house - which is the third) , where the occasional traveller 
would find lodging overnight. One lucky(?) journeyer retired to his bed but was 
never seen nor heard of afterwards. Rumor soon linked his mysterious disappearance 
with foul play and his spook is said to still haunt the Hollow. It would be hard 
to find a better paradise this side of the Styx! 

It is a veritable naturalists 1 paradise with environments ranging from 
hilltop to streambank, hardwood to coniferous cover, acid to neutral pH, clay, 
sand, muck or gravel - all combined with equitable climate where the land has never 
been disturbed from its virgin state for agricultural purposes. 

For instance, as one enters, he finds, according to the season, among 
the Horsetails, Habenarias flava and lacera, Adder's Tongue fern, Apios or Fringed 
Gentians, and further south, to the left on the hillsides, quantities of Rue Anemone, 
Hepatica and Columbine. On the right or creek side, the Showy Ladysli.pper and Gold
thread, Squawberry, Foamflower, Mitreworts and Jacks-in-the-Pulpit under the Hemlocks, 
Larches, Cedars and Pines. 

Further to the West, where the springs flow out of the hillsides are 
found cool, moisture-loving species of Violets, Mountain Maple, Leatherwood and 
the Beaked Hazelnut which is rare in Norfolk County. 

On the hillside are Stemless and Yellow Ladyslippers, Round-leaved Habenaria, 
many species of ferns (especially Maidenhair). Here the soft Maples, White Ash, 
Basswood, etc., begin to give way the White, Red and Black Oaks, Sassafras and 
Flowering Dogwood. 

Plants loving acid sand, such as Violas pedata and fimbriata, the two 
golden Puccoons, Houstonia, Fern-leaved Gerardia, Ground Phlox, Helianthemums, Orange 
Milkweed and possibly Whorled Milkweed may be found. Bare sandy patches may have 
Earthstars and Morels may be found over most of the area . 
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Suppose we cross the area from North to South, starting at the stream 
which is one of the few clear speckled trout streams that are left. We leave 
the Watercress, Golden Saxifrage, Crinkleroot, Pepper Roots, Golden Ragwort, Foam•· 
flower and Mitreworts, go through the Trilliums, Bloodroot, Cohosh, Thalictrum, 
Sarsaparilla, various Dogwoods, over the height of land and down to a small stream 
featured by Ironwood, Blue Beech, Trilliums, Marsh Marigolds and Skunk Cabbage 
and up another hill where Sweet Chestnut is not uncommon . 

It was at the Southwest and where four years ago, the owner applied to 
the County for a permit to clear an area for a gravel pit. The Tree Commission 
wondered 1,hy and whether he was influenced by the report that gravel found in a 
well dug for the last sawmill showed more than usual gold content. There may be 
"gold in them thar hills"' 

Besides what has been mentioned tbe Hamilton Naturalists' Club have 
done a very valuable work of conservation by acquiring this area for which Norfolk 
County is very grateful. Its value as a Sanctuary is augmented by another hundred 
acres to the West - Spooky Hills - owned by Mrs. Barbara Anderson of Simcoe, and 
beyond this again, an area belonging to the Boy Scouts which connects up with the 
Turkey Point Provincial Park, No. 2 Forestry Station, the Wilderness Area and 
Turkey Point Marsh. All of these combine to preserve wildlife. 

From a forestry standpoint the area is well covered with better than 
half-grown Oak, Pine, Ash, Maple, Cherry, Cedar, etc., which should, at harvest 
time, yield an annual dividend without having any bad effect on the ecology of 
the area, that would repay the capital investment. 

And - let's hope that Old Spooky can be its eternal Warden! 

XX X XX X XX X 

The Spooky Hollow Sanctuary was acquired by the Hamilton Naturalists' 
Club in July, 1961. It would appear that they are the first such club in Canada 
to purchase and set aside a privately-owned wildlife conservation area. Again we 
offer them our congratulations for this pioneering effort. We only wish that it 
had been the Toronto Field Naturalists that had had this imagination and drive. 
Even now it would be an extremely good precedent for the T,F,N,C, to heed, Why 
shouldn't this Club have a sanctuary of its own? 

XX X XX X XX X 

A Wildflower Garden in Toronto 

The members of this Club will be greatly pleased to know that the 
Metropolitan Toronto Parks Department is setting up a wildflower garden within 
the James Gardens. The Wildflower Committee of the Federation of Ontario Naturalists, 
of which Marshall Bartman, one of our distinguished members, is chairman, is co
operating with the Parks Department on this project. Mr. Jim Simon, one of our best
known amateur botanists, has already produced a list of wild plants growing in the 
chosen area. 

As this garden project develops, it is intended to add additional wild 
plants that will grow here, particularly plants that may be salvaged from construc
tion sites . They would, of course, have to be secured before the bulldozers go to 
work . For this task, the F.O.N. Wildflower Committee would welcome the cooperation 
of any interested members of this Club. Should you live near prospective 
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sites where there are interesting wildflowers that might be saved in this way, 
will you please get in touch with either Marshall Bartman (184 Valley Road, 
Willowdale) or Jim Simon (17 Robert Street, Mimico). 

When the wildflower garden is established, it will become a centre where 
we all may go to become better acquainted with our native flora. It will also be 
used, it is expected, by schools for instruction in botany. 

Here, again, is an imaginative and valuable project in which all our 
members will be interested, to which the Club should give fullest support. The 
Metropolitan Parks Department is to be highly commended for this forward step. 

XX X XX X XX X 

Highlights of the T.F.N.C. Field Trips (November, 1963-March, 1964) 

On Sunday, November 16, Jim Baillie led an enthusiastic group of bird
watchers along the Sunnyside waterfront and up along Grenadier Pond. There were 
many ducks and other water birds as well as small land birds along Grenadier Pond 
but the highlights of the trip were undoubtedly the four beautiful shovellers and the 
gadwall seen on the pond. It is of interest that this was the last field trip 
attended by the late Professor T. F. Mcilwraith. T.F. certainly kept active 
right to the last. 

December 8th saw Ray Pannell doing Cedarvale Rav ine with a group in 
search of winter birds. Seventeen species were seen which is a good winter count 
for the ravine but on this day Ray was able to show his group a real prize, a barred 
owl. This bird stayed the winter through and many came back to see it again and to 
show it to their friends and to get pictures of it. Indeed, this bird became one 
of the most sought-after sights of a very good birding winter. 

Saturday morning, January 11th, cold and snappy, gave Fred Bodsworth and 
his followers a chance to sample real winter birds though a flock of 25 crows flying 
over looked as though the black fellows had their wires crossed. The thoroughly 
wintry search reached a fine January climax when a treefull of pine grosbeaks, 
over fifty, was seen by the appreciative group. 

On Saturday, January 25th, Professor K. A. Armson led a party of sixteen 
members along the Humber for the study of winter trees. For most this was an 
initiation into the art of recognizing the distinctive marks of trees in this cold 
season when, to those who know, it is just as easy, and sometimes easier, to tell 
what the identity of a tree is than later when they are fully clothed. 

Sunday, February 9th, proved a pleasant, sunny winter's day. Forty-three 
Club members got a real sample of good winter's birding under the leadership of 
Mrs. Mary Gingrich for they were given sights of such real winterers as rough-legged 
hawk, black-backed three-toed woodpecker, red-breasted nuthatch, white-winged cross
bills, pine siskins, pine grosbeaks, and, best of all, a snowy owl. 

Mrs. Eve Cobb, on February 22nd, led another group in search of winter 
birds to Wilket Creek Park. Always a reliable winter's spot, it proved quite up 
to its standard on this day when Mrs. Cobb and her party were able to find twenty 
species of which three - pileated woodpecker, black-backed three-toed woodpecker and 
white-winged crossbill - were quite enough to give any winter birder a sense of 
reward for braving the cold. 
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Cedarvale Ravine was again on March 15th the site of a Club hike. This 
time Bob MacLellan was leader and be was able to show bis group that spring was 
really in the air for robins, grackles and redwings were on the day's count. 
Perhaps, however, those who had missed redpolls during the winter thought that the 
little flock of that species that were seen was the real highlight. 

On March 28th, some twenty-five members braved a frigid, easterly wind 
with David Hoeniger to survey Grenadier Pond, High Park and Sunnyside. Despite 
the rough weather and rougher water, they found 27 kinds of birds, of which the 
winter wren and the green-winged teal were the highlights though I am sure that 
many took heart at the sight and sound of redwings, grackles, meadowlark, goldfinch 
and song sparrow. 

XX X XX X XX X 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

The following Notice of Motion was made at the April 6th meeting of 
the Toronto Field Naturalists' Club, by Mr. Ronald Norman, seconded by Mr. Fred 
Bodsworth: 

I hereby move that the Toronto Field Naturalists' Club adopt a new Constitution 
as will be tabled before the membership at the annual general meeting in May, 
1964, and as has been distributed to the membership in printed form. 

This Constitution shall supersede all previous Constitutions and amendments thereto. 

R. M. Saunders, 

Editor. 




